WANT YOUR
WORKDAYS TO
TAKE FLIGHT?
LEARN TO LET YOUR DAILY
POTENTIAL SOAR

“Nothing worth fighting for ever comes easily”—ever heard that
one before? The human mind often needs to dig deep when
seeking the will to overcome challenges that most of us face in
life. The sweet taste of success, when it finally arrives, can be that
much more appreciated when we look back on how hard fought it
was to get there.
Maybe you have some large goals in mind for your career. No
matter your path, perhaps you’re looking for new options along
the way to help you pursue those aspirations. Whether pursuing
a role of leadership on your team, making contributions to
streamline an existing workflow process, or enrolling in continuing
education conferences, the steps that you take now determine
where your daily work will bring you later.
Consider the field of aviation and its role in the American Dream.
Persistence, and even reinventing the wheel, can pave the
landscape of our future when we’re determined to accomplish our
biggest goals.

AFTER YOU FALL, ALWAYS
GET BACK UP AGAIN

When learning about some of the world’s most successful people
throughout history, you might observe a pattern: Even if they
didn’t get it right the first time, ultimately, persistence paid off.
Thomas Edison is a famous example. He made 1,000 attempts
at inventing the light bulb before it successfully lit up without
flickering out. When asked how it felt to fail 1,000 times, Edison
said: “I didn’t fail 1,000 times. The light bulb was an invention with
1,000 steps.”3

Countless other inventors, performers, and artists have
similar biographies. Yet their outlook, sense of humor,
and innate strengths won over their struggles. Perhaps
you dream of advancing opportunities, too—hoping
to pitch new ideas or grow your team strength—only
to face setbacks along the way. Remember, company
accomplishments may be yours to impact when you bring
your unique skillset and life path to your workdays. You can
rise up or pivot when you’re ready. You can make a plan and
decide to go for it!

TALENTED WEARERS OF
MANY HATS

Among history’s record breakers and inventors, aviation
enthusiasts in particular often have another shared trait:
Flying planes wasn’t their only pursuit. Many had one job
by day, and other hobbies by night. Some pilots are actors;
others, engineers. Men and women, young and old, have
aspired to fly.1

For instance, DeVry University’s founder, Herman A. DeVry, was
ten years old in 1886 when he and his family immigrated from a
poor province in Germany to the United States. DeVry pursued
many odd jobs (including building steam organs and selling
barbershop supplies)2 and had a variety of other career highlights:
• Invented “Theatre in a Suitcase,” which was the first
portable motion picture projector (and first creation of DeVry
Corporation)2
• Constructed the first airplane to be flown over the city of Tulsa2
• Co-founded DeForest Training Institute (later named DeVry
Technical Institute)2
Ever wondered what you could achieve if you decided to
pursue a growth goal by night, like DeVry?

TODAY’S INNOVATION PAVES
TOMORROW’S CHANGE

Opportunities for professional growth and helping a company
succeed can be plentiful. Learning new skills and taking
baby steps today are two ways to bring your progress to the
next level later. Below are a few more ways to focus on your
professional purpose and aspirations.
• Journaling or writing ideas in a notebook to put your
thoughts on paper
• Creating a vision board that you see every day to keep sight of
your goals
• Committing to reading about a topic of interest each day
• Joining a professional society in your field to connect with
fellow peers in your industry
• Using the suggestion box at work to share observations with
those who may not see them
• Utilizing education benefits sponsored by your employer to
help you further your skills

• Joining a committee at work to collaborate with team leads or
human resources
• Project management webinars to learn new ways to keep
your team on task
• App notifications on your phone to remind you of to-dos
during your busy day
What specifically in your field is missing and could be
developed? What product or system has glitches and could
be better? When you identify a need to create a product that
doesn’t exist, or improve upon a process that could run more
effectively, the workforce at large may benefit from your
contribution.

WHAT WILL YOUR
PROFESSIONAL LEGACY BE?

While the majority of people aren’t likely to land in a history
textbook, remember that your work doesn’t have to lead to
fame and fortune to be considered successful. We all walk
different roads in this life and have individual talents and skills
to offer.
All of our goals, whether they go according to plan or not, could
help us make a difference in this world. At the end of the day,
your efforts matter—both to your own legacy, and to all that
you will achieve in the years ahead.
Thomas Edison, Herman DeVry and others worked to let
their ideas take flight. They reached goals through curiosity,
identifying needs, and personal persistence. How will you be
remembered?
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Through the education partnership between your employer and
DeVry University, you have access to education benefits in support of
your professional and life goals. To learn about transferring qualifying
credits, tuition rate savings and other benefits available to you
through this partnership, contact your HR Representative.
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